Minecraft: Learn How To Craft Like A Pro And Form Creations Of Your Dreams (Newbie To Professional Book 3)
**Synopsis**

**IMPROVE YOUR MINECRAFT CREATIONSToday only, get this bestseller for ONLY $2.99.**

Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. Millions of people play Minecraft all over the world. It is a sandbox game, famous because it was the first of its kind. When the game loads you play as a character, called either Alex or Steve. That is when your journey begins. Every Minecraft world is different, and if you are playing the PC version of the game then the worlds go on forever. What I mean is that you can walk in a direction forever and the world will never end. It is an amazing game. You can also build anything, placing the blocks in any way you can imagine. This is why people love Minecraft. Players love being able to create and change the world around them, in this very simple and very beautiful game. This Handbook does not have thousands of recipes but it contains the main and most beneficial recipes that will help you improve your game. Note that this handbook is unofficial and not directly from Mojang. Here Is A Preview Of What This Book Will Offer You.

- The Basics
- Let’s Get Crafting
- Some Intermediate Recipes
- Weapons and Armour
- Advanced Crafting
- Much, much more!

**Download your copy today! Take action today and download this book for a limited time discount for $2.99!**
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Customer Reviews

Really great book for learning Minecraft Game. It help you how could be play this game. If you really want to learn Minecraft then you should follow this book. It'll give you better succession as if you could be play easily. I didn’t know that how could have played it. After than I found this book then I read and know that many thing about Minecraft. So, I recommend you should follow this book if you want to learn about Minecraft.

Minecraft being a game for all ages has tons of content to understand and get used to and crafting being the main one often requires strategies to beat yours friends. Sanserif has provided a good short and easy to follow thorough guide on how to craft and compete with those more experienced within the game. overall this is a good little handbook to crafting better in the game.

A game for everyone! My son loves Minecraft and this book will guide him on what to do and where to start. It gives easy instructions and easy to understand. Recommended for those who really loves Minecraft and to those parents who have kids and are addicted to this game. These books are such a good help! I guess that as long as I am following Solomon Sanserif, I wouldn’t gone out of surprise for my son. I am pretty sure that after I presented him this book, he’s going to ask for more!

This book is perfect for someone who is new to this because it contains good information in just the right amount to help you get started. It’s a very helpful guide to learning the basics of Minecraft. However, it can also be an advantage for players who have experience already. The illustrations made it easier for me to visualize and understand everything better. Recommended to anyone who wants to make Minecraft more fun for themselves!

This book is really user friendly, as it provides step by step instructions to downloading the game and detailed information on getting the best out of the game, by exposing the reader to the different aspects of the game, such as the environment/biomes, how to choose a house and types of houses. I love the chapter on combat, as it helps me to kill anything that crosses my path. This book will aid us to fully understand the world Minecraft and how it works. I like the most about this book is the fact that it is very helpful and easy to follow.
I started playing Minecraft a few weeks ago. It's basically a very easy game and a fun one at that. It's funny because most of the people I know who play the game are kids and I felt silly playing it. Got this book to at least advance my gameplay than the kids and I improved a lot knowing and applying the secrets revealed by Solomon. I probably wouldn't have realized them. The game is way way better with these.

Nice book. I read this book few days. As a beginner, this book was a good guide for me. By reading this book, I learned all of the simple crafting recipes. Also, it shows more advanced tools, until I can impress all of my friends with my amazing creations. It is an amazing game I can build anything, placing the blocks in any way I can imagine. It's a good guide book as a beginner.

My 10-year-old brother absolutely loves Minecraft and is always trying to perfect his skills. I figured I'd get him this book and his eyes were glued to it for his benefit. I was amazed to see him study it like a manual, showing how much information there was for him to use. Minecraft is a huge game filled with the unknown and this book effectively helped him in his quest to be the best.
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